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SCAMPS Meeting for July 2016
The SCAMPS July meeting will be
held Saturday July 9th at the home
of Jack Guiso located at 21751
Montbury Dr. in Lake Forest. A
luncheon is planned starting at
noon-call Jack at (949) 305-4005 if
you need more information about
the meeting plans. Directions:
405/5 North or Southbound-exit El
Toro Road or Lake Forest Road and
head Eastbound on El Toro Road to
Northcrest Drive and head left until
you hit Montbury Drive and head
right (only choice). If you are
coming from the Inland Empire it
might be faster to take the 241
Foothill Toll Road and exit El Toro,
heading west until you hit
Northcrest and go right. The rest of
the direction is the same. See you
there!
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SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

Earlier in June it was announced that Floyd Reck had passed
away by his son Chris. Too late for the last newsletter
publishing, here is the snippet from Chris’s email regarding his
dad:
My Dad Floyd Reck recently passed from a massive stroke.
He's was one of the last original San Valeers , and
founding members of the SCAMPS. He had a lifetime
membership in the SCAMPS based on his early contributions.
He was a roomate and friend of Paul Gilliam-helped Paul
organize and drew the plans for the Civy Boy. Did the same
for Atwood's model engines and Super Cyclone as well
as working at Super Cyclone. Prior to Sal Taibi's
passing they traveled all over the USA for modelling
events . He loved model airplanes from an early age and
was really proud to be a member of the SCAMPS.
All the SCAMPS offer their condolences
Chris and hope Floyd has found peace. I
always enjoyed it when he would be at
the Costa Mesa dog park with Sal and
some of the other old timers who came
out to socialize and watch the rest of us
fly and offer suggestions. That whole
segment is gone now and the park has
turned into something that only the ghosts
of the free flight community may still
visit-at least in our memories.
Another passing was noted by Dr. Don
Chapton in an email earlier in June,
shared here again:

Young Floyd Reck with a large ‘Civy Boy’
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Ron St. Jean passed away May 17, 2016
in Yerington, Nev.. His burial was
yesterday. Ron and I were close friends
and classmates from Hoover High School
in Glendale Calif.. In 1941 we both were
introduced by a friend because I was
building my first free flight, a Modelcraft
Spook 48 with a Ohlsson 19, and he was
building his first free flight, a Modelcraft
"Miss Tiny" with an Ohlsson 23.

Both planes crashed on their maiden flights, demolished beyond repair, but neither of us gave
up. We were some of the original members of the "San Valeers" in the late 40's due to our close
friend "Paul Gilliam" of "Civy Boy" fame.
Ron designed the famous "Ram Rod" which has won more contests than any other free flight
ever. (I set three National Records with his design). He perfected his design during summer
vacation on his parents’ motel-ranch in Jackson, Wyoming. He would chase his often changed
design on his horse in the "Elk Preserve" next to their ranch.
Ron had a "Master’s Degree" in aeronautical engineering and worked for several top
aeronautical companies before retirement. He wrote many articles on model aerodynamics and
a special in "Model Airplane News" on how to scale the "Ram Rod" for all class sizes, plans and
wood sizes included, and how to adjust its flight characteristics. (I have a copy if anyone
interested).
Ron was promoted into the AMA "Hall of Fame" for his work on aerodynamics and model
designs. His last work was on "Foam" free flights with electric motors which were very highly
competitive, but ill heath prevented him from traveling to contests.
He will be greatly missed. I will work with his son "Lennie" to get a spot in the AMA Magazine
on his life story.
Dr. Don Chapton
The Perris Field proper is in great shape right now. However, the entry road is becoming impacted
by excavation work going on with the drainage ditch running along the western edge. It appears
major sculpting is underway-I’m not sure if it’s preparation for a permanent structure to be installed
or just a re-grooming of the ground to provide an even drainage flow in the coming seasons. In any
case, the silt from the dirt piles has become fairly thick on the road and makes driving in and out of
the area a very messy affair. It’s only going to get worse as the summer heat dries out the land and
there is nothing to stop the fine stuff from redistributing.
Regardless the dust, the 2016 Lotto contest was just completed to the tune of a 106-degree F day. It
wasn’t really that bad until around 11:30 AM which was about the time CD Hal Cover called the
contest to end. Up to that point it was some great flying and I didn’t see anyone crash a model all
morning.
Turnout was fairly light-the usual enthusiasts were out there, mainly the gas crowd. Rubber
contestants were limited to Fernando Ramos and myself, although I never did get any of my OT
rubber jobs put together. We had a few electric competitors in the form of Bernie Crowe putting up
a few great launches with his E-Nos model before his electronic timer gave up and Stan
Buddenbohm and myself going after E-36 honors. I did not formally get into the E-36 effort until
the last 30 minutes of the contest and by then the north westerly wind had picked up and drift was
significant toward the highway. The long retrieves coupled with the heat put an end to my fun factor
for the day and I was happy to retire to shade and water to recover for the award ceremony and prize
pickins’.
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It was a great day for the contest
and many thanks to Hal for being
the CD and Scott and Gretchen
Cover for handling the
scorekeeping and raffle ticket
logistics this year. We all had a
great Father’s Day!
As stated earlier, I didn’t get into
the Lotto comp until late in the
game. That’s because I took
advantage of the early morning
prime time to put the first flights
on my latest P-30 design, the
Super ‘Y’ which is derived from
the Yardstick design I currently
Lotto Twin Pusher warriors Daniel Heinrich and Hal Cover stide to the launch line
market on my website. Although
the Yardstick is a great little
model, it does not attract that a lot
of attention as it isn’t targeted to a
contest class. You can fly it in P30 or small Mulvihill but it’s
really not optimized for either. So
early last year I re-designed it to a
P-30 standard, built one prototype
and stopped work as the Apache
E-36 took over as the design
development focus. I flew the
first prototype throughout this
period and did some fine tuningreduced the tail volume and
refined the D/T setup. I also had a
few key changes to make once I
Moment of truth-Daniel flew handicapped with one motor out-Hal performed a stunner with this
had a chance to get back into the
vintage racer-56 seconds I think-best ever!
design which happened during
my work leave for the prostate cancer surgery and recovery period.
First flights revealed a very docile and easy to trim model.
The second prototype weighs 43 grams ready to fly sans
motor which isn’t bad at all. After five flights on graduated
torque I was nearly at a full power state for the motor section
I was using and the model was already showing colors of top
performance. I’m very pleased with it; I have a few more
tweaks to the laser part layouts and I’ll be moving toward
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kitting it by late summer if not sooner. I’ll be offering a
full kit that include a Badge Classic viscous timer, spring,
Gizmo 9.5 prop assembly and all the goodies required to
build a complete model. I’ll also have a short kit version
as well if you would rather supply your own strip wood
and hardware, prop, etc.

Super ‘Y’ P-30

June 2016 SCAMPS Club contest

by Bernie Crowe

This month’s contest must surely qualify as the “star-crossed lover” of SCAMPS contests.
Postponed from its original date of June 15 due to steady strong winds and unseasonably cold
weather, it finally managed to get three of its scheduled five events under way a week later, June 22,
despite high temps and dusty conditions, and with a new CD.
The five events originally scheduled were: Twin Pusher (mass launch); Coupe (F1G) rubber; all hithrust gas (both AMA and Nostalgia); F1S (E-36 flown to FAI rules); and E-20. There were no
entries in either Twin Pusher or the gas event, the latter in part because of the forced reschedule, the
former due to an apparent lack of interest. We also had a change of CD: Gene Drake was to be the
CD but was out of town on the reschedule date, so I took over. For the three surviving events,
participation was pathetically low, perhaps due to the higher temps. Perhaps due to a declining
interest in these Club contests?
Now admittedly our ranks are thinning. Hal Wightman moved to Pennsylvania, Ted Firster to
Wyoming. Allan Arnold is rarely seen at the field, and of course we greatly miss Gary and Kevin
Sherman, absent due to illness both. John Riese has been out for a while with knee problems. A
couple of other stalwarts have passed on to the big thermal in the sky. But there are newcomers to
take their places, so why do we have so little participation. I think it’s time to have a Club-wide
referendum on whether the Club contest concept has run its course?
Having gotten that rant off of my chest, I have to admit that the three of us that did fly also
contributed to the poor showing. I totaled my E-36 before ever getting an official flight in. It was
flying fine but I made a small “improvement” and trashed it. Lance’s new E-20 flew great but
straight – half way to the freeway. So he “fixed” it, and after that made no official flights. Fernando
brought out his (probably) 30-year old Coupe de Ville from Blue Ridge Models, but his brand new
motor broke on first winding, which put him out of further flights. I flew my 32-year old Beau
Coupe II, and it behaved abominably. On the second flight it hurled itself at my feet and disassembled itself comprehensively. But we did try to fly!
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So what do we need to do? I’m open to suggestions. Fewer contests? Fewer events? Different
events? Let me know, on the field, or by e-mail. It’s your Club, let’s make it work for you. Let’s
make Free Flight Great Again!
I’ll throw in my two cents here. I have much more opportunity to fly on weekends than during the
week. I’m not retired yet and this has been why. I respect the tradition of the Wednesday gathering
at Perris mainly populated with retirees that started with Sal I believe. If you want to continue that I
think it’s great for those of you who want to maintain the tradition.
However, we now have the San Diego Orbiteers holding their own monthly club contest at Perris on
the weekends. Those are the ones I go to, and others outside the SDO and SCAMPS as well. I’m
usually the only SCAMPS member in attendance, but I love the fact I can fly at the club contests
with the SDO members.
I think there would be a lot more synergy between the two clubs if we conducted a common
weekend monthly club contest. Their attendance is waning too and between the two groups we can
muster quite a few flyers. Couple that with the Scale Staffel and we have a fairly big opportunity to
spread our wings so to speak. Do it on Saturdays and we pick up the FAI flyers who are usually out
there as well-free flight looks alive and kicking!

Witchdoctor ‘X’ by Mark Coker-Memorial weekend at Perris
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Pete Coker readies a hot A-Class (?) model at Perris-Memorial weekend. Beautiful models by both these brothers.

SCAMPS Monthly Club Contest Schedule 2016 V2.2
Mo

Day

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

20
17
16
13
11
15
13
17
14
12
16
14

Rubber

Power

1/2A-A, BCD AMA Gas
OT Small Rubber (comb)
1/2A-A, BC Nos Gas
OT Large Rubber (comb)
All 1/2A AMA + Nos Gas
P-30 / Greve mass launch
Perris Special
4oz Wake / 8oz Wake + Mulvihill
1/2A-A, BCD AMA Gas
Twin Pusher/Coupe (F1G)
All Hi-thrust AMA + Nos
P-30/Comml Rubber
Perris Special
Moffett / Comml Rubber
1/2A-A, BC Nos Gas
OT Large Rubber (comb)
All 1/2A AMA + Nos Gas
Nos Wake / Nos Rubber
All .020 Gas, Perris Special
P-30 / Jimmy Allen
1/2A-A, BCD AMA Gas
Gollywock Mass Launch + OT Small Rubber (comb) 1/2A-A, BC Nos Gas
P30 / Jimmy Allen

Electric

See you after the NATS-it’s on my bucket list and finally happening this summer!
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CD

B. Crowe
E Nostalgia Ray Peel
AMA Electric Joe Jones
F1Q
L & J Powers
E Nostalgia Joe Jones
F1S + E-20 Gene Drake
AMA Electric Ray Peel
E Nostalgia
Pual Guiso
F1S + E-20 John Riese
AMA Electric K. Sherman
F1S
G. Walter
E Nostalgia
F1S (E-36)

SCAMPS/SCIFS Old Time Fall Annual
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Combined with SAN VALEERS Nostalgia Annual
CD: Terry Thorkildsen (805) 495-6135
Co-CD: Tom Laird (310) 544-7606

**** Any Event can be flown on either day, do not have to finish same day! ****

November 12 & 13, 2016, Lost Hills, California

Saturday

Sunday

7 AM to 4 PM

7 AM to 2:30PM

½ A Texaco (7 AM to 11 AM)*
A/B/C Pylon

Texaco (7 AM to 11 AM)
A/B/C Cabin

30 Second Antique
SAM Gas Scale
Small Rubber Cabin
Large Rubber Stick
A/B Nostalgia***
OT HLG/CLG
Bungee Launched 36 Inch Towline Glider

.020 Replica
Large Rubber Cabin
Small Rubber Stick
Pee Wee Antique
C Nostalgia***
Electric Nostalgia

Entry fees: $10.00 registration (includes 1st event), $5.00 additional events
Lost Hills Membership required

Gollywock Mass Launch Saturday 8:30 AM
Twin Pusher Mass Launch Sunday 8:30 AM
*1/2 A Texaco: 8cc fuel, any .051 or smaller engine, best single flight of 3 official flights
***Nostalgia Gas engine runs are 10 Second Hand Launch, 13 Second VTO or ROG, then 7&9 seconds
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SCAMPS Contact Daniel Heinrich (909) 593-5789 AeronutD@cs.com
SCIFS CD Mike Myers 818 439-3799 (mobile) - 818 241-9154 (home) mikemyersgln@charter.net

